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TUTTO.Leonardo / concept
TUTTO.Leonardo is an installation conceived by Mariangela Levita for the Italian Cultural Institute in Stockholm, with
the purpose of celebrating Leonardo da
Vinci´s endless genius in a contemporary
approach for the 500th anniversary of the
artist´s death.
Basing her work on the acknowledgement
of the genius and artistic versatility of two
masters in Italian and world history, Leonardo da Vinci and Gio Ponti, the artist has
transfigured their principles of how colours
and light are used. The result is a visual
work of art in which both the façade of the
historical building and cross media such as
music and videos are used.
Mariangela Levita has transformed the
100 windows/shutters that characterize the iconic appearance of the building
into “colour screens”. To do this, she has
adopted Leonardo´s principle stating
that art and science are interdependent;
consequently, she makes us of 6 basic
colours: “We use White for Light, for no
colour can be seen without it, Yellow for
Earth, Green for Water, Blue for Air, Red
for Fire and Black for Shadows.”
TUTTO.Leonardo is a rhythmic symphony
composed using colours that interact collectively: each single window constitutes a
view and a monochromatic filter towards
the external and internal surroundings of
the building, which was designed by Gio
Ponti exactly sixty-one years ago.
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video
installation view
visual Mariangela Levita
music Domenico Crisci
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TUTTO. / concept
TUTTO. – title of digital composition is an audio video loop that through the use of
an alphabet of colors - like an invisible score
- translates Leonardo’s axiom of the sisterhood of the arts into visual perceptions:
la pittura una poesia muta
art is mute poetry
la poesia una pittura cieca
poetry is blind art
la musica la rappresentazione delle
cose invisibili
music is the symbolic imagery of invisible
things

Transposed in a contemporary language
into a digital work that intends to spread
beyond the interior of the Institute - in the
Giò Ponti equipped wall and in the audito-

rium through the technological channels
of the contemporary era.
Completed by an electronic composition
of the young Italian musician Domenico
Crisci starting from the sounds of the
mechanical drum, the first musical instrument designed by Leonardo.
In an era where painting is considered an
“ancient” if not obsolete medium, the work
pays a contemporary homage to Leonardo by enhancing his talents as a scientist
and above all as a “painter”, sharing the
ideal that painting is a mental thing .
A linear, minimal, modular, abstract composition, a true transposition of silent and
visual writing obtained through the use of
the existing colors in the color alphabet
from A to Z.
From this alphabet I extrapolated the individual colors, choosing them according
to their initial in correspondence with the
letters that make up the words.
ex: [A – Arancione]

LA PITTURA UNA POESIA MUTA

LA POESIA UNA PITTURA CIECA

LA MUSICA LA RAPPRESENTAZIONE DELLE COSE I N V I S I B I L I
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Vinyl color Limited Edition
2020

TUTTO.
Vinyl color Limited Edition 1/60
for the Stockholm Design Week 2020
Artwork Mariangela Levita
Music by Domenico Crisci [side A negativity _ side B no future]
From the site specific installation TUTTO.Leonardo
27.11.2019 10.02.2020
cur. by Adriana Rispoli
Publication Italian Cultural Institute, Stockholm, Sweden, 2020
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2016

God Print Money Please!
installation view
print on pvc
San Pelayo, Colombia
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God Print Money Please! / concept
God Print Money Please! Was born during
my stay in Colombia.
It is a Site Specific work designed for the
advertising space of the city of San Pelayo, Colombia.
In the Colombian state, the bills are divided
between commercial and political ones; I
chose to place my intervention among those policies, as the message: “God Print Money Please!” I wanted to have a social and
therefore political purpose.
From the local authorities I got the consent
for the temporary release, supporting my
vision of the country’s socio-political situation.
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Solaris
view site specific project
wallpainting acrylic fluo, silver leaf and gold leaf
Byblos Art Hotel Villa Amistà, Verona
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door detail
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view site specific project
wallpainting acrylic fluo, silver leaf and gold leaf
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Solaris
wall detail
wallpainting acrylic fluo, silver leaf and gold leaf
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door detail
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Solaris / concept

Solaris è un’opera site specific che si riferisce al concetto di solarizzazione percettiva, che per alterazione e amplificazione,
della vista permette di percepire i colori
della natura in tonalità fluorescente.

Solaris is a site specific work that refers
to the concept of perceptual solarization,
which by alteration and amplification of
the view allows to perceive the colors of
nature in fluorescent shades.

In questo caso ho utilizzato pigmenti
sintetici e fluorescenti con l’esaltazione
dell’oro e dell’argento che esasperano e
annullano ogni rimando naturalistico.

In this case I used synthetic and fluorescent pigments with the exaltation of gold
and silver that exasperate and annul any
naturalistic remarks.

I colori sono trattati con sfumature e densità differenti per creare effetti, spiazzanti, profondità prospettiche e riverberi di
luce, come un miraggio ipnotico. L’osservatore si trova portato in una percezione
altra, in un futuro imprecisato.

The colors are treated with different shades and densities to create effects, shadows, propoctropic depths, and reverberation of light as a hypnotic mirage. The
observer is brought into another perception in an unspecified future.

Questa opera ci immerge a 360 gradi in
percezioni sensoriali in cui ognuno può
trovare il suo binario.

This work immerses us in 360 degrees in
sensory perceptions where everyone can
find his binaries.
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2014

In Sintesi
installation view
exhibition Visioni Contemporanee,
cur. by Alessandro Demma
Certosa di San Giacomo, Capri
photo by Luciano Romano
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installation view
paper and print on paper and metal
33 x 60 cm each
Certosa di San Giacomo, Capri
photo by Luciano Romano
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installation view detail
Certosa di San Giacomo, Capri
photo by Luciano Romano
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In Sintesi / text
Architecture, space, surface, shape, line,
colour, these are the environments in
which the work of Mariangela Levita is implanted and immersed.
The artist inhabits the spaces, characterizes them, influences their living and visibility with a measured and complex language, with a Euclidean perception that
defines new possible realities.
In Sintesi is a physical and conceptual archive of the artist, a condensed image that
has marked and continues to define the
structure and thought of his work.
A synthesis, in fact, in the physical sense
of actions and reactions to obtaining one
or more compounds.
A “Synthetic Theater” that presents and
represents the past and present essence
and the future prospects of his work.

Alessandro Demma
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Extra-Terrestre
2014

Extra-Terrestre
marble / engraving / acrylic fluo
150 x 100 x 3 cm 95 kg
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exhibition Sette Opere per la Misericordia
cur. by Mario Codognato
site specific, Pio Monte Della Misericordia
Collezione della Pinacoteca del Pio Monte della Misericordia, Napoli
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Extra-Terrestre
installation view
exhibition Sette Opere per la Misericordia
cur. by Mario Codognato
site specific, Italian Cultural Institute London, UK, 2017
Collezione della Pinacoteca del Pio Monte della Misericordia, Napoli
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Extra-Terrestre / concept
Site specific work for the architectural
space of the church of Pio Monte Della
Misericordia in relation to Caravaggio’s
“Le Sette Opere Della Misericordia”.
My “extra-terrestrial” vision is manifested
through an engraved and painted marble
plaque, placed in the Chapel of the Battistello, in front of the balustrade.
On the marble slab, engraved and painted
in fluorescent colours, the clock in numerical characters striking the midnight, when
it indicates 00: 00, the numbering that resets to start again tracking the time.
A zero time in this case is a visual and objective element in relation to the time and
history of the place.
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WeTransfer
installation view
wallpainting / carpet installation
Byblos Art Hotel Villa Amistà, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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installation view
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Byblos Art Hotel Villa Amistà, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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WeTransfer
installation view
wallpainting / carpet installation
Byblos Art Hotel Villa Amistà, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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WeTransfer / concept
In the site specific “WETRANSFER” for
The BYBLOS ART HOTEL VILLA AMISTA,
the path along the “Primo Piano Rustici”,
intended as a transit and meeting place
among the guests of the hotel, becomes
an occasion to tell the individual and collective experience of the person transferring her own bag of memories and emotions in the space and in turn absorbing
the energy left by previous visitors.
The above process, conceptually and virtually represented by the download and
upload operation that the digital system
WETRANSFER provides to its users, is
translated in the visual loop of the succession of colour fields and geometric
shapes.
Walking through the corridor’s lateral surfaces, they accompany the viewer on a
journey not only physical but also “telematic”, such as the one carried out by files
and information during their transfer.
“The WETRANSFER project declares a
data transfer. Image and colour files are
transferred to the existing architectural
functional space. “

Mariangela Levita
Fusion Color
2013
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Fusion Color

Fusion Color
site specific installation view
wallpaper, print on paper
5600 x 280 cm
temporary installation
from SkinTaste
cur. by Adriana Rispoli
Porto Fluviale, Roma
photo by Luciano Romano
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Fusion Color

Fusion Color
site specific installation view
wallpaper, print on paper
5600 x 280 cm
temporary installation
from SkinTaste
cur. by Adriana Rispoli
Porto Fluviale, Roma
photo by Luciano Romano
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Fusion-Color / concept
Foods and colour language in foods inspired the vision and creation of a site
specific work for the outdoor spaces of
the River Port. As the title suggests, “Fusion-Color” becomes an intellectual and
symbolic fusion with the colours of the nature of food and the visual palette used to
create the work.
The colour joins the symbolic form of the
triangle, which in Greek culture, and consequently even in Roman, represents divinity, harmony and proportions.
The triangle in Fusion-Color replicates in
the face of a growing and decreasing composition of form, in dialogue with colours,
and giving rise to a perceptive and visual
stimulation.
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Essential Mix
installation view
solo show
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix
installation view
solo show
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix #1 #2 #3 #4
installation view
solo show
wallpaper / acrylic on canvas
200 x 325 cm each
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix #1 #2 #3 #4
installation view
solo show
wallpaper / acrylic on canvas
200 x 325 cm each
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix Vertical Sculpture
Essential Mix X
Essential Mix #1 #2 #3 #4
installation view
solo show
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix Vertical Sculpture
Essential Mix X
installation view
solo show
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix Mood Control
installation view
solo show
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix Line #1 #2 #3
installation view
solo show
acrylic on canvas
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix Vertical Structure
installation view
solo show
papers and eps
42 x 29,7 x 325 cm
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix X
acrylic on wood
215 x 215 cm
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix Mood Control
installation view
solo show
print on paper and acrylic on wall
290 x 300 cm
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix #3
wallpaper / acrylic on canvas
200 x 325 cm
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix Line #1
acrylic on canvas
300 x 100 cm
FaMa Gallery, Verona
photo by Dario Lasagni
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Essential Mix / concept
Essential Mix / concept
The meeting of different subjects and visual matrixes together in the site-specific
project “ESSENTIAL MIX” for the spaces
of the FaMa gallery in Verona.
In this new project, I created works that
inhabit the space merging one into the
other.
The various works are created by materials, volumes, signs and colors coming
from a unique vision, essential to visual
perception as a point of interchange.
The entire chromatic project is inspired by
the CMYK color model, acronym for Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow, Key (black), colors intended as present matrices and used as a
continuous, visual and intellectual stimulus.
The “ESSENTIAL MIX” project is made up
of different formal elements.
Geometric volumes and signs are repeated modularly with a regular and irregular
alternation and chromatic partitions from
the digital perceptual appeal are proposed
with the subject of painting on canvas.
Lines that intersect as textures of a mint
circuit are proposed in digital printing on
paper.
The overlapping of paper blocks (Risma)
from the standard A3 module completed
in EPS of the same module, constructs a
pillar in architecture with black and white
color scanning.
The visual loop flows between one form
and the other, between one module and
the other, between one field and the other
in color, as harmonic cells intercepting
one another through the identity of the
Perceptual frequency, a frequency induced to communicate also through the
verbal element of the word “MOOD CONTROL” present in one of the works.

The visual mixing is conductive, propagates and carries the elements in space by
transmitting essential codes and as sound
waves sets high and low frequencies, intercep ts, processes and transmits.
This system is well defined in the image
chosen for the communication of “ESSENTIAL MIX”. The graphic design of the
image, is the elaborate drawn from the
heads of a four-color laser printer. The
system, in the case of this image, worked
without having an image to be scanned
and reproduced because the machine was
intercepting what it did not, representing
the invisible through the pure colors of the
system’s colors.
The title “ESSENTIAL MIX” as the denomination of a perceptual system is both
conceptual and sensory of the visible and
invisible
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Permanent Vocation
2013

Permanent Vocation
installation view
solo show
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation
installation view
solo show
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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installation view
solo show
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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installation view
solo show
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation
installation view
solo show
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #1
wallpaper print on paper / felter on wood
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #2
wallpaper and pigment on paper
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #3
wallpaper and acrylic on wood
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #4
wallpaper and felter on wood
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #5
wallpaper and acrylic on wood
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #6
wallpaper and pigment on paper
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #7
wallpaper and acrylic on wood
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #8
wallpaper and felter on wood
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #9
wallpaper and acrylic on wood
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation #10
wallpaper and acrylic on canvas
356 x 252 cm
VOICE Gallery, Marrakech
photo by Luciano Romano
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Permanent Vocation

Permanent Vocation / concept
The meeting of different subjects and
visual matrices are together in the
site-specific project “PERMANENT VOCATION” at the Voice Gallery in Marrakech.
In this new project, I have created visual
perceptions, inspiring me with signs,
shapes and colors from my visual memory
gained in the two stay in the city of Marrakech and related to both the tools and
techniques I have acquired in my creative
path and with the local ones, such as color
powders and materials used in indigenous
tissue dyeing processes.
Nine “works”, nine occasions in which the
artist is called upon to intervene on nine
“background” wallpapers that serve as a
background, with a single repeating matrix that conceptually refers to decorations of Moroccan dwellings but this time
understood as Icon and stylized pattern.
Nine moments to tell you different ways in
which color can be applied: from the process of digital printing on denatured paper
and presented in the large scale of canvas
painting, the direct intervention of the
application of the pigment on inkjet print
paper, to the traditional Moroccan cotton
cushion immersed in the tanks of color
and then left to dry, here decontestualized
and reproduced in a symbolic and formal
way, in a minimal and abstract vision.
Signs, geometric shapes, colors, and matter declined in different ways but always
true to ones that together create the experience of PERMANENT VOCATION.

Mariangela Levita
Fuori è solo Mezzogiorno
2012

Fuori è solo Mezzogiorno
site specific
installation view
wall-painting acrylic on wood, gold and silver leaf
280 x 280 cm
Premio Cairo
cur. byEugenio Viola
Palazzo della Permanente, Milano
photo by Luciano Romano
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Fuori è solo Mezzogiorno

Fuori è solo Mezzogiorno
site specific
installation view
wall-painting
280 x 280 cm
Premio Cairo
cur. byEugenio Viola
Palazzo della Permanente, Milano
photo by Luciano Romano
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Fuori è solo Mezzogiorno

Fuori è solo Mezzogiorno / concept
It is born from a two-dimensional vision of
a moment of a visual journey, where space
is defined by the fragmentation of the repetitive geometries that in a growing and
decreasing way travel through the surface
of the canvas.
Here form and color act on visual perception as time, rhythm and movement,
essential elements for the projection of a
journey both physical, mental and visual.

Mariangela Levita
Powerful-Definition
2012

Powerful-Definition
installation view
wallpaper
Exhibition
Radici, cur. by Eugenio Viola
Palazzo De Sanctis, Castelbasso
”NO” Santiago Sierra
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Powerful-Definition

Powerful-Definition
installation view
wallpaper
Exhibition
Radici, cur. by Eugenio Viola
Palazzo De Sanctis, Castelbasso
”NO” Santiago Sierra
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Powerful-Definition

Powerful-Definition
installation view
wallpaper
Exhibition
Radici, cur. by Eugenio Viola
Palazzo De Sanctis, Castelbasso
”NO” Santiago Sierra
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Powerful-Definition

Powerful-Definition
installation view
wallpaper

Powerful-Definition

“The Luxury of Dirt”
group show, VOICE Gallery, Marrakech, 2014

“Artissima 2012“ Torino
stand, VOICE Gallery, Marrakech

installation view
wallpaper
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Powerful-Definition

Powerful-Definition / concept
A site specific work not only physically,
but for the suggestive spaces of Palazzo De Sanctis, within the RADICI exhibition, curated by Eugenio Viola. The work
becomes in fact the visual to convey the
message and the content on which this
initiative is carried out, a “powerful definition”, the idea of a source and at the same
time the representation of the strength of
a nucleus which from its center is able to
return an expansion.
Visual is associated with a lettering, born
from a stamp, a figure by Mariangela Levita in his relation to the word and the text,
as a network on which, beyond the image,
the verbal communication applies.
The uniqueness of the image responds
to the need to communicate a body of
contemporary languages and communications, the identities of so many artists,
voices that determine our time. The fairest term is “alarm”, understood not as a
response to a danger, but to a reference
to reflection. This is basically our task, the
artist says.
Compared to this idea, the nucleus responds, showing the potentials of global
radiation, which develops modularly on
the four cardinal points.

Mariangela Levita
Flag-Down
2012

Flag-Down
site specific
permanent installation view
wallpainting
Casa dei Cristallini, Napoli
photo by Luciano Romano
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Flag-Down

Flag-Down
site specific
permanent installation view
wallpainting
Casa dei Cristallini, Napoli
photo by Luciano Romano
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Flag-Down

Flag-Down
site specific
permanent installation view
wallpainting
Casa dei Cristallini, Napoli
photo by Luciano Romano

Mariangela Levita

Flag-Down

Flag-Down / testo
Flag-Down is the title of the permanent
installation that Mariangela Levita, invited
by the “Altra Napoli Onlus” association,
created for the Casa dei Cristallini, in the
heart of the Quartiere Sanità in Naples.
The artist has covered with large wall-painting the vaulted surface and the walls of
the large salon of the reception home for
minors, recently restored by the architect
Giuseppe Albanese.
“Flag-Down” in English is the goal, indicates a goal, a goal to be achieved, and
is the personal wish of the artist to children who will soon live in this structure.
An optimistic message of hope, visually
transposed by Levita in a geometric representation, formed by colors that grow
from the corners of the vault, nourishing
the uniqueness and contrast of black and
white, antithetical but complementary
colors, which explicitly refer to the flag A
sports competition used for the flag-down,
to sanction the coveted finish. A contrast
has been taken up and raised along the
walls of the Casa dei Cristallini’s lounge,
where black gives way to red, returning an
environment where primary pictorial elements - shape and color sign, completely
redefine space, amplify perception, Transforming this environment into an abstract
and potentially infinite circuit.
Mariangela Levita has always been conducting her own personal research driven
to the origins of visual perception, where
the elements of radical geometry, conceptual and minimal evocation, blend with
optical suggestions, by putting into open
dialogue the elements and symbols of abstract painting with the idea of Space and
the environment of architecture, realizing
a series of works that aspire to a true public and environmental dimension. “
Levita reflects on the destiny of the image
in a culture increasingly characterized by
its sclerotization, releases it from parti-

sanship to a specific place or support, and
chooses a
practice that propagates in the surrounding space, in the out-scene, outside -quadro, in the out-frame. Flag-Down is a work
that no longer relies on the opposition
between reality and fiction but rather to
a growing confusion between reality and
image “.

Eugenio Viola

Mariangela Levita
Glocal-Identity
2011

Glocal-Identity
silver leaf gold leaf and acrylic on canvas
150 x 150 x 5 cm
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Glocal-Identity
silver leaf gold leaf and acrylic on canvas
150 x 150 x 5 cm
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Glocal-Identity
silver leaf gold leaf and acrylic on canvas
150 x 150 x 5 cm
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Glocal-Identity

Glocal-Identity
silver leaf gold leaf and acrylic on canvas
150 x 150 x 5 cm
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Glocal-Identity

Glocal-Identity / concept
The formal identity of a credit card microchip becomes a representative element of
the global in the series of paintings entitled “Glocal-Identity”. The local and global
identity of the microchip which in its objective function serves to transmit data
for transitions Local and global service.
Represent these elements in the painting
to iconize the form of a daily use element
indispensable for the logistic functions of
transactions and data transmissions.
The microchip is a global and local identity that represents the most dramatic electronic circuit model of our day.

Mariangela Levita
Chanel
2011

Chanel
print on paper and acrylic on paper
105 x 74 x 5 cm
private collection

Mariangela Levita

Chanel

Chanel
print on paper and acrylic on paper
105 x 74 x 5 cm
private collection

Mariangela Levita

Chanel

Chanel / concept
From a Chanel n°5 poster by Andy Warhol,
I worked out a series of works entitled
“Chanel”.
The retrieval of Andy Warhol’s Chanel
work becomes repeated image as serial
and multiple principle of reproduction in
Warhol’s work and in the pop art.
I intervened on it with the gesture of a
fold on the middle of the poster, and the
gesture of a color cast that emphasizes
the high and low part of the work surface;
I also placed 2 pictures in the middle and
the sides of the work to recall the repetition and the rhythm of duplicity in seriality.

Mariangela Levita
Overground-Underground
2010

Mariangela Levita

Overground-Underground

Overground-Underground
FGT [Félix González-Torres]
silver leaf, gold leaf and acrylic on canvas.
30 x 90 x 5 cm
installation: the two canvasses have to be installed 2,50 cm apart
private collection

Mariangela Levita

Overground-Underground

Overground-Underground
GDD [Gino De Dominicis]
silver leaf, gold leaf and acrylic on canvas.
30 x 90 x 5 cm
installation: the two canvasses have to be installed 2,50 cm apart
private collection

Mariangela Levita

Overground-Underground

Overground-Underground
AW [Andy Warhol]
silver leaf, gold leaf and acrylic on canvas.
30 x 90 x 5 cm
installation: the two canvasses have to be installed 2,50 cm apart
private collection

Mariangela Levita

Overground-Underground

Overground-Underground
JM [Joan Mirò]
silver leaf, gold leaf and acrylic on canvas.
30 x 90 x 5 cm
installation: the two canvasses have to be installed 2,50 cm apart
private collection

Mariangela Levita

Overground-Underground

Overgound-Underground / concept
Overground-Underground is a bi dimensional pictorial work that underlines and
represents those artists that have had an
informative influence over my artistic path
and that have revolutionized art history.
Overground-Underground consists of two
identical modular elements that cohabit
at a distance of 2.5 cm apart from each
other.
Every single surface is inlaid with golden
and silver leaf, the background themselves are reflective, shiny and precious.
All over them, drippings of colour flow in
regular forms. Colours are borrowed from
the national flag of each artist’s native
country and they feature a quote from
each artist written in Braille.
Overground-Underground: I have chosen this title because the artists, in their
unique under and over ways, have made
a contribution towards making the visual
language of Art universal.

Mariangela Levita
Extasy
2010 / 2011

ESTASI È UN PERFETTO PRESENTE.
SE LO IMMAGINI COME LUOGO
È UN LUOGO DOVE
TORNI DI TANTO IN TANTO.
DENTRO QUEL LUOGO IL TEMPO NON ESISTE.
TU LO CONOSCI BENISSIMO.
AMORE.
QUESTO È QUEL LUOGO.

ECSTASY IS A PERFECT PRESENT.
IF YOU IMAGINE IT AS A PLACE
IT’S WHERE ONE RETURNS
FROM TIME TO TIME.
TIME DOES NOT EXIST WITHIN THAT PLACE.
YOU KNOW THAT PLACE VERY WELL.
LOVE.
THIS IS THAT PLACE.

LA TUA VISIONE È LA TUA ESPERIENZA,

YOUR VISION IS YOUR EXPERIENCE,

LA TUA ESPERIENZA È LA TUA ENERGIA.

YOUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR ENERGY.

SEMPRE!

ALWAYS!

Mariangela Levita

Extasy

Extasy
wallpainting
300 x 300 cm
Maria Maddalena in estasi_1606
Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio

Mariangela Levita

Extasy

Extasy
wallpainting
300 x 300 cm
L’estasi di Sant’Alessio_1661
Luca Giordano
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Extasy

Extasy
wallpainting
300 x 300 cm
Estasi di Santa Caterina da Siena_1743
Pompeo Girolamo Batoni
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Extasy

Extasy
wallpainting
300 x 300 cm
Deposizione_1526-1528
Pontormo

Mariangela Levita

Extasy

Extasy
wallpainting
300 x 300 cm
L’estasi di San Francesco_1297-1300
Giotto
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Extasy

Extasy - Maria Maddalena in estasi
Caravaggio, 1606
installation view
wallpainting
Premio Maretti, cur. by Eugenio Viola
Museo Pecci, Prato

Mariangela Levita

Extasy

Extasy - Maria Maddalena in estasi
Caravaggio, 1606

Extasy - San Francesco in estasi
Giotto, 1296

installation view
wallpainting

installation view
wallpainting

Premio Maretti, cur. by Eugenio Viola
Museo Pecci, Prato

Premio Maretti, cur. by Eugenio Viola
Museo Pecci, Prato

Mariangela Levita

Extasy

Extasy - San Francesco in estasi
Giotto, 1296

Extasy - Deposizione
Pontormo, 1522 - 1530

installation view
wallpainting

installation view
wallpainting

Premio Maretti, cur. by Eugenio Viola
Museo Pecci, Prato

Premio Maretti, cur. by Eugenio Viola
Museo Pecci, Prato

Mariangela Levita

Extasy

Extasy / concept
The cycle of Extasy wall paintings is inspired to the representations of ecstasy in
the history of Italian sacred art.
The Extasy cycle is made of a series of
large circles divided in two equal portions
by a black line.

Maria Maddalena in estasi
Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, 1606
private collection

Each portion is identical but of a different
colour, colours are taken from my visual
contemplation of the colours present in
each original work.
The art works I have referred to belong to
sacred representations.
They are:
La Maddalena in estasi , Caravaggio;
Estasi di San Francesco, Giovanni Bellini;
Estasi di Santa Cecilia, Bernardo Cavallino;
Estasi di Santa Cecilia, Raffaello Sanzio;
Estasi di Santa Teresa, Bernini;
San Francesco in estasi, Giotto;

L’estasi di San Francesco
Giotto, 1297 - 1300
Basilica Superiore, Assisi

Deposizione
Pontormo, 1526 - 1528
Chiesa di Santa Felicita, Firenze

and many others.

Mariangela Levita
Empathy
2009

Empathy
installation view for Museo Madre, Napoli
print on paper
from Transit
cur. by Adriana Rispoli and Eugenio Viola
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Empathy

Mariangela Levita.

Empathy
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Empathy
installation view for Museo Madre, Napoli
print on paper
from Transit
cur. by Adriana Rispoli and Eugenio Viola
Photo by Luciano Romano
Photo by Giulia Piscitelli
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Empathy
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Empathy

Empathy
installation view for Museo Madre, Napoli
print on paper
from Transit
cur. by Adriana Rispoli and Eugenio Viola
Photo by Luciano Romano
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Mariangela Levita

Empathy

Empathy / concept
“Acknowledging the Other”
Empathy is the ability to feel what another
person is feeling.
Empathy is the feeling one experiences in
front of a work of Art.
I have created a work based upon the principles of empathic feeling, whose title is
just Empathy.
The whole work is made of six elements,
each one of them is then formed by two
single entities who cohabit the same
surface in terms of space and chromatic intensity, this specifically refers to the
empathic quality that enables the single
identities to acknowledge themselves into
one another.
The two entities themselves are represented by the interlacing design of a recognisable everyday life element, thus part
of our collective memory: striped tapes
different types of barrier tape are used in
urban spaces to limit some areas and to
mark routes for urban transit, showing us
where to go.
These tapes are made of different twocolour-print, for example the red/white tape
is commonly used to mark off danger areas or the yellow/black tape, that indicates
alternative routes if there are works in
progress.
These two examples underline the visual
stimulation that we are used to have in our
everyday life: indications of routes and be
shown where to go.
The work “Empathy” wants to visually
and conceptually sublimate brand vision.
It looks at transits and at the confrontation of two single entities that meet and
cohabit the same space.

Mariangela Levita

Empathy

Empathy-7
wallpaper print on paper
300 x 300 cm

Mariangela Levita

Empathy

Empathy-3
print on paper
140 x 100 cm

Empathy-4
print on paper
140 x 100 cm

Mariangela Levita

Empathy

Empathy-1
print on paper
140 x 100 cm

Empathy-2
print on paper
140 x 100 cm

Mariangela Levita

Empathy

Empathy-5
print on paper
140 x 100 cm

Empathy-6
print on paper
140 x 100 cm

Mariangela Levita
Geometrical Sequence
In Colour
2009

Mariangela Levita

Geometrical Sequence
In Colour

Geometrical Sequence In Colour
permanent installation view
mosaic, Don Bosco Bridge, Napoli
photo by Luciano Romano
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Geometrical Sequence
In Colour

Geometrical Sequence In Colour
permanent installation view
mosaic, Don Bosco Bridge, Napoli
photo by Luciano Romano
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Geometrical Sequence
In Colour

Geometrical Sequence In Colour
permanent installation view
mosaic, Don Bosco Bridge, Napoli
photo by Luciano Romano

Mariangela Levita

Geometrical Sequence
In Colour

Geometrical Sequence in Colour / concept
I have been asked for an artistic intervention over the newly built Don Bosco
Bridge in Naples. I have designed a geometrical drawing keeping in mind the
architectural features of this bridge.
My intervention consists in tiling the
surface of the back and the vault with
mosaic vitreous pegs.
The drawing is made of a repetition of
large rectangles, laid on the surface with
a 45 degrees inclination. They are joined
in the middle by a smaller rectangle, the
interlacing of two elements resulting in
a wavy design.
The design of each large rectangle is
divided in two halves by a diagonal line
that creates two further geometrical
forms (two identical triangles). These
are further divided into solid and empty
cuts by horizontal lines. These spaces
are repeated in a gradual and inverted
and increasing/decreasing rhythm.
The small rectangle joins the large rectangles stitches to one another, it is
aligned with the horizontal cuts of the
latter by the base and height line. The
side lines are aligned with the 45 degree
inclinations.
The entire drawing is made up of three
colours: Golden yellow - silver grey brown, all laid over a single white background.
The drawing is repeated over the bridge
surface for a total of four times. One
stripe is positioned over the brae side,
another over the dale side, while two
more stripes are aligned to each other
under the vault.
The four stripes differ from one another
only for the alternation of colours who
stay the same but lie in different spaces
within the drawing.
The elaboration of the drawing results

in a whole visual, rhythmic, sign and
colour composition that acts over visual
perception as a journey of movement.
This is why it responds to the visual perception of transits that one has both by
living into and going across the urban
space, the pedestrian paths, car routes
and parking space. These are the perceptual elements that have inspired and
informed the creation of “Geometrical
Sequence in Colour”.
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Vogue
Vogue
20092009
/ 2013
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installation view
acrylic on magazine paper
600 x 200 cm
from La commedia umana di Balzac,
cur. by Alessandro Demma
Castello di Rivalta, Torino

Mariangela Levita

Vogue

Vogue

Time after time

installation view
acrylic on magazine paper
600 x 200 cm

installation view
Wallpaper print on paper
500 x 280 cm

from Le figlie di Eva
cur. by Andrea Bruciati

from Le figlie di Eva
cur. by Andrea Bruciati

FaMa Gallery, Verona

FaMa Gallery, Verona

Photo by Dario Lasagni

Photo by Dario Lasagni

Mariangela Levita

Vogue

Vogue / concept
for ( La Comedie Humaine) from Honorè De Balzac

Vogue is the title of this installation, inspired to Honore’ De Balzac’s La Comedie
Humaine.
Vogue has been conceived from a reflection upon Honore’ De Balzac’s La Comedie
Humaine, a literary masterpiece in which
Balzac fused all of his novels and essays.
He portrayed the whole society and lifestyle of his times in this great work.
Vogue magazine represents, in our contemporary society, that same “human
comedy” that Balzac in his times regarded
as the only work that could contain all the
stories and customs of an era.
My response for the Balzac’s exhibition at
Castello di Rivalta has been an immediate
need to express my sign and intervention in reference to La Comedie Humaine
through the use of Vogue magazine for my
work.
Vogue is the magazine that by means
of its articles and editorials has always
brought to us our contemporary society
in its immediate unfolding. Vogue has always portrayed the growth, the research,
the products, the inventions and the fashions our international society is made of.
This work, whose title is Vogue, consists
of an installation of Vogue magazines arranged on the floor, in the dining room
of the castle (Castello di Rivalta, Italy),
where the exhibition will take place. The
magazines are installed in a sequence,
one next to the other, they are open at the
middle and each half of each magazine is
painted as a monochrome painting.
All together the magazines form a visual
carpet, creating a movement by being
open in the middle and where,on their surfaces, the colours flow and expand. There
are four main colours: silver, black, gold

and pink.
The painted magazines will make four
squares for each colour, and each square
is installed next to the other to compose
one single visual carpet.
The chosen colours have a symbolic
meaning:
Silver: a reflective and mirroring colour.
Black: an intense, sophisticated colour,
mysterious.
Gold: a luminous colour, prestigious, regal, imperial.
Pink: a sweet colour, delicate and harmonious.
I have associated these colours either to
Balzac’s human comedy and to Vogue
magazine’ s, for both possess those meanings and contents belonging to human experience such as symbols and colours.
For the realization of Vogue I have used 90
magazines covering a surface of 2x7 mt.

Mariangela Levita
Self-Definition
2008

Self-Definition
site specific, permanent installation view
print on paper
300 x 400 cm
Linea 6 Mergellina Station
Metropolitana, Napoli
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Self-Definition
site specific, permanent installation view
print on paper
300 x 400 cm
Linea 6 Mergellina Station
Metropolitana, Napoli
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Self-Definition

Self-Definition
print on paper
variable dimension
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Self-Definition
print on paper
variable dimension

Self-Definition
print on paper
variable dimension
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Self definition

Self-Definition-1
project

Self-Definition-2
project

Self-Definition-3
project
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Self-Definition

Self-Definition / concept
Self Definition is a bi dimensional work
made of six posters of variable dimensions and installed over a flat surface.
Self Definition is born from the synthesis
of all those signs, symbols and codes that
belong to our collective visual heritage.
Self Definition wants to be a visual reflection upon the brand-vision of mass communication and consumption.
In these six posters I have portrayed single visions of abstract synthesis where
an identity is perceived and a definition of
ourselves is returned back to us.
Here dimensions, sign and colour communicate through that perception of mood
that we experience on an everyday basis.
The site of the installation underlines the
language of Self Definition: a fast experience in a place where one moves from
one place to the other, crossing a route
to reach a destination. This amplifies the
vision of things in a subjective way and at
the same time it serves the need to find
ourselves within the signs that surround
us.
The six posters of Self Definition are simply six different visions of multiple identities, engaged in a dialogue within the synthesis composition of visual language
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Fate Presto

Fate
presto
2008
2008
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Mariangela Levita.
Fate Presto
Fate presto

Welcome 2008
installation view
acrylic on nylon
1400 x 150 cm
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from Fate Presto
cur. by Anne-Marie Bonnet
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Complesso Monumentale di Santa Sofia
Chiesa dell’Addolorata, Salerno
photo by Luciano Romano
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Welcome 2008
particular
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particular
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Mamma mia rubbish everywhere
installation view
acrylic on canvas
four panel 120 x 380 cm each
from Fate Presto
cur. by Anne-Marie Bonnet
Complesso Monumentale di Santa Sofia
Chiesa dell’Addolorata, Salerno
photo by Luciano Romano
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23 may 2007 Abstract Painting
installation view
acrylic on pressed papers
52 x 35 x 40 cm
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from Fate Presto
cur. by Anne-Marie Bonnet
Complesso Monumentale di Santa Sofia
Chiesa dell’Addolorata, Salerno
photo by Luciano Romano
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23 may 2007 Abstract Painting
particular
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23 may 2007 Abstract Painting
particular

Mariangela Levita

Fate Presto

Corriere del Mezzogiorno 23 maggio 2007
concept
Campania insert from Italian newspaper, Corriere
Della Sera, May 23rd, 2007

The article reports on the waste emergency that in recent years has generated a
real calamity in the Campania region. This
disaster is not natural but generated by
man, by the inefficiency of the administrations to process the region’s own waste.
The Corriere del Mezzogiorno on May
23rd, 2007, reports on this emergency
with the headline “BASTA” (Enough!).
Among the many unfortunately familiar
pictures of the “monnezza” (rubbish) that
nowadays portray our territory, there was
one where a little girl runs away holding
her nose to escape the bad smell.
I have felt the urge to keep and store that
page, it forced me to face that sense of
embarrassment and misunderstanding
for a civil identity that my native land
doesn’t manage to have.
Later on I felt I wanted to use that page for
an intervention in order to underline the
facts and make a work out of it.
That newspaper’s page had immediately
become part of my visual memory. I have
been trying to analyse it each time I visualised it. I have carried on doing this until I
realised I had developed a sort of tolerance towards its graphics and its text. It
had become so absorbed within my daily
life that it didn’t generate any emotional
response. That’s when my reaction started.
I reproduced the same page for 10 copies
then not enough I needed more copies,
then I became 50 I still looked at them
but I was not enough I had an urgency to
multiply to create physically through the
same copies what was happening to me
visually a loop of the same image, to compose a block, a pile of pages one on top
of the other and then the accumulation,
the whole and the overlap of that docu-

ment, where information and news are
objectively expressed in a single body.
After having built this block of paper I intervened on it, painting it as if it were the
surface of a canvas of a painting.
I wanted to add the poetry of painting to
the block. I wanted to create a mixture betweenfactual information and the esthetics sublimation of expression by means of
painting.
Mamma mia rubbish everywhere
concept
This is a headline featured on The Independent in June2007. The article reviews
the waste emergency in Campania.
This is the current affair article that has
caught my attention and memory the
same way that the Corriere del Mezzogiorno page had captured my visual memory.
I have visualised this sentence over and
over and felt the burden of what it means
to try and hide the evidence.
I have re written this sentence using tactile alphabet.
I have used this alphabet in order to escape and conceptually conceal the entity
of verbal communication, only to return
it back as a form of purely aesthetic language.
I have done so in order to returning the
writing and its meaning to the pictorial application, by painting on canvas the words
that constructs the sentence.
The use of white colour over the black is
there to convert in negative the black on
white quality of the newsprint.
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Uno Sguardo Sospeso / text
“A journey within, a fantastic sculpture, a kaleido- Lines that determine symmetries when they cut in
half the landings, and asymmetries when they cut with
scope of life”
Researches carried out in the field of hospital plan- diagonals or angles (this is what differentiate the inning and on the effects that the environment has on terventions between the two staircases) the climbing
the working staff and the patients have shown how the ceilings, which from a limit become an active, pulsathabitat has a considerable impact on the efficiency of ing space: if viewed more than one at the time from
both given and received treatments and care. This way below, the sign reminds of the cardiac pulse diagram.
the environment,as long as well kept buildings, raise From here the strongest element of the project: the
the moral of the operators and improve the public’s rhythm, the beat, the repetition, the vibration of the
visual elements transferred on to the architectonic
perception of the organization.
Furthermore, the artistic interventions may have an surfaces. A result that is enhanced by the photographintermediation effect between individuals and institu- ic interpretation of Luciano Romano and that flows
tions, by helping the staff raising their awareness of into the audio visual rhythm of the video realized by
their surrounding environment and creating a more Mariangela Levita with the music of Pietro Lahara.
comfortable and less punitive habitat for the patient. A sculpture made of painting then, not conceived to be
This acknowledgement is at the basis of the choice to admired from the outside but to be walked through its
call for artists for an intervention within the Palermo inside as wanting to create a path of protection, light
Wing of the Antonio Cardarelli Hospital Enterprise and colours,those elements that one lacks and misses
in Naples, the largest hospitalization wing within the the most when finding himself,because compelled, to
attend these places.
largest hospital in the south of Italy.
Since the first survey on the building yard (being it a
restoration project there was the advantage to be able
to see the “skeleton” of the existing building without
working only on paper!),Mariangela Levita has shown a
great interest for the space, for the volumes that were
involved, and for the pre-existing architecture. This
interest and the peculiarity to intervene on a hospital
building, a place strongly characterized by its distinguished users, have become - during the subsequent
surveys and the debates following them – a desire for
a more global intervention compared to the initial proposal that related to the entrance ceiling only.
Levita has modified the intervention on the ceiling itself, foreseeing a pyramidal shape of it that confers a
sculptural-architectural dimension to the pictorial intervention.
Wanting to intervene in a sculptural way over the existing architecture raised the input for the staircase
project: a bi-dimensional intervention, of painting
only, that raises to a sculpture level through the rifts
and the cuts determined by the changing colour, underlined by the black tracing that seems to tear the
existing architecture, -yet creating a perfect interaction with it,- returning it back to us enriched by a new
interlacing of lines.

The title of Levita’s work (“A suspended view”) hides
the will of the artist to provoke a liberating abstraction
as much as it is suspensive compared to the contingency, which can become unbearable in these places
of suffering: a contribution of lightness then for those
that have to fight against the hardest aspects of life.
A lightness that takes shape by an unfolding of the
architecture and that paradoxically makes it more deceiving.
The sacral form of the fresco, to which previous centuries’ architecture have made us accustomed to, is
this way recovered, updated and twisted, rescuing
the ability of Art to meaningfully influence our ways
to perceive. In particular, the new paradoxical balance
that generates among the geometric signs which divide the colour partitions and the architectural lines
that contains them, leaves us a bit bewildered. But it
is this bewilderment that allows our mind to fantasize
of a world where parallel lines meet and everything becomes possible.
The crossing becomes a sensorial path that unifies
bi-dimensional and three-dimensional, rational and irrational, returning back to us a kaleidoscopic vision of
reality that corresponds to life.

Rocco Orlacchio
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Punch

Punch / concept
“Punch “ is an English magazine from the
1950s and the title of a series of works on
paper that I have made between 2006 and
2007.
I have intervened directly upon some selected original pages from the magazine
by superimposing coloured paper circles
(label) according to a designed scheme.
“Punch” was a typical 1950’s magazine
for its contents: the editorials served the
economic progress propaganda and new
corporations marketing slogans had plenty of exposure. This characterised the
post war economic boom.
The overlapping of linguistic codes as
sign , colour and gesture over the current
affairs belonging to another time reduces the languages of communication to a
single graphic.

Mariangela Levita
Nata ad Aversa, Caserta, Italia, il 14/4/1972
Mariangela Levita, vive e lavora tra Napoli e Londra.
Istruzione: Accademia di Belle Arti, Napoli
www.mariangelalevita.com

Levita focuses her attention on the textual organization of the aesthetic operation, with the clear intention of
creating a context in which to create an image alphabet: line, color, not light color.
Thanks to an over linguistic research, the works of Levita aim to create an empathic relationship with the public,
to stimulate visual perception without following a figurative and narrational logic. His alphabet of signs combines
only apparently opposed elements: ancient forms translate into contemporary patterns, the uniqueness of
pictorial intervention turns into graphic seriality.
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“Matrix Color” Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte, Istituto “G. Caselli”, Parco di Capodimonte, Napoli,

2015
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“Flag-Down” Casa Dei Cristallini, Napoli, Italy

- work in progress-
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2002 “Shaking Free” Raucci/Santamaria Gallery, Napoli, Italy
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“Billie Jean” Pagea Arte Contemporanea, Angri, Italy

Collective Exhibitions
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the musician Franz Liszt at Villa d’Este, cur. Andrea Bruciati, Villa d’Este, Tivoli, Italy
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“Sette Opere Per La Misericordia” cur. Mario Cotognato, Collezione, Pio Monte della Misericordia,
Napoli, Italian Cultural Institute London, UK
“Didone” Davide Gallo Gallery, Milano, Italy
“Made in Naples” Agovino Collection, Banca Widiba, Napoli, Italy
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“Painting The Present” cur. Alessandro Demma, Peninsula Art Museum, Cina
“Face To Face” a selection of international emerging artists from the Ernesto Esposito Collection,
Palazzo Fruscione, Salerno, Italy

2015

“Dipingere il Presente” cur. Alessandro Demma, Fang Zhennin, Certosa San Giacomo, Capri, Italy
“Imago Mundi” progetto Benetton, cur. Luca Beatrice e Luciano Benetton, Fondazione Sandretto De
Rebaudengo, Torino and Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Venezia, Italy
“Contemporary Visions” cur. Alessandro Demma, SPSI Art Museum, Shanghai, Cina
“Visioni Contemporanee” cur. Alessandro Demma Certosa San Giacomo, Capri and Spazioborgogno Milano, Italy
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“Sette Opere per la Misericordia” cur. Mario Cotognato, Pio Monte della Misericordia, Napoli, Italy
“The Luxury of Dirt” VOICE Gallery, Marrakech, Morocco

2013

“Cent ans cent artistes cent oeuvre” cur. Mohamed Rachdi, Espace d’Art, Sociètè Gènèrale, Casablanca, Morocco
“Le ragioni della pittura” cur. Laura Cherubini, Eugenio Viola, Palazzo De Sanctis, Castelbasso, Italy
“Le Figlie di Eva” cur. Andrea Bruciati, FaMa Gallery, Verona, Italy

2012

“Vision” cur. Rosanna Moretti, site specific project Palazzo Harmony, Aversa, Italy
“Radici” cur. Eugenio Viola, Palazzo De Sanctis, Castelbasso, Italy
“Premio Cairo” cur. Eugenio Viola, Luca Beatrice, Palazzo della Permanente, Milano, Italy

2011

“Premio Maretti” cur. Eugenio Viola and Raffaele Gavarro, Museo Pecci, Prato, Italy
“Collezione IGAV” cur. Alessandro Demma, Castiglia Saluzzo, Cuneo, Italy
“Art Door To Door” cur. Maura Picciaù, Giardino della Minerva, Salerno, Italy
“Under line” cur. Luciano Romano, Museo Plart, Napoli, Italy

2010

“Polyphiloprogenitive” video art, cur. Gerry Paci, Bedford, UK
“In Cantiere” cur. Davide Bradamante, yard via Alemanni, Milano, Italy
“Pop Porn” video art, cur. Uturns, Hoxton Underbelly, London,UK

2009 “La Commedia umana di Balzac” cur. Alessandro Demma, Castello di Rivalta, Torino, Italy
“La linea analitica dell’arte contemporanea” cur. Stefania Zuliani, Complesso della S. Sofia,Salerno,
Italy
“Sovrimpressioni” cur. Antonello Tolve, Eugenio Viola, Fondazione Filiberto Menna, Salerno, Italy
2008 “Rumors” cur. Eugenio Viola, Arsenale Porta Dora, Torino, Italy
“Camera con vista” cur. Adriana Rispoli, Eugenio Viola, Pan Palazzo delle Arti Napoli, Italy
“Sistema Binario” cur. Adriana Rispoli, Eugenio Viola, Palace of Mergellina Station, Napoli, Italy
“Sistema Binario” cur. Adriana Rispoli, Eugenio Viola, S. Janij Railway Station, Belgrade, Serbia
“Fate Presto” cur. Anne-Marie Bonnet, Chiesa Della Addolorata, Complesso Santa Sofia, Salerno, Italy
2006 “Wonder Woman” cur. Patrizia di Maggio, Renata Caragliano, Città Della Scienza, Napoli, Italy
2005 “Moving” cur. Lorenzo Bruni, Cassero Senese, Grosseto, Italy
2004 “Incursioni Vesuviane” in “Utopia Station” cur. Gigiotto Del Vecchio, Francesco Bonami,
Latin Americ Pavillion, Mostra d’Oltremare, Napoli, Italy
2003 “Imago” cur. Andrea Bruciati, Galleria Comunale di Monfalcone,Italy
“Anteprima Quadriennale” cur. Mariella Picone, Palazzo Reale, Napoli, Italy
2002 “Napoli Anno Zero - Qui è Ora” cur. Gianfranco Maraniello, Castel Sant’Elmo, Napoli, Italy
2001

“Psycho-Bobble” Raucci/Santamaria Gallery, Napoli, Italy
“Silk Project” cur. Anna Dello Russo, Villa Erba, Como, Italy

2000 “Bandiere di Maggio” cur. Eduardo Cicelyn, Piazza Plebiscito, Napoli, Italy
“Castelli in Aria” cur. Angela Tecce, Castel Sant’Elmo, Napoli, Italy
“NA.TO.” cur. Ombretta Aigrò, Gaie Gates Gallery, New York, USA
1999

“dAPERTuttO” progetto “Oreste” 48° Biennale di Venezia, cur. Harald Szeemann, Venezia, Italy
“Periplo Napoli” cur. Alessandro Sibilio, spazio Salara, Bologna, Italy
“Il Bosco Sacro dell’Arte” cur. Angelo Trimarco, Parco Reale di Capodimonte, Napoli, Italy

1998

“L’altra Metà dell’Arte” cur. Alessandro Lisi, Galleria Interno Dumdum, Bologna, Italy
“Bocca d’acqua” Raucci/Santamaria Gallery, Napoli, Italy

1997

“Libera Navigazione nel Golfo” cur. Marco Meneguzzo, Mostra d’Oltremare, Napoli, Italy

1996

“Arte di Confine” cur. Vincenzo Trione, Castello Maschio Angioino, Napoli, Italy
“Scene” cur. Vera Vita Gioia, Accademia di Belle Arti, Napoli, Italy
“June Trailer - arte in video” cur. Gianni Romano, Atlantic, Milano, Italy
“La Città Invisibile” cur. Angelo Trimarco, Galleria Mediterranea, Mostra D’Oltremare, Napoli, Italy
“Meno Sei” cur. Simona Barucco, Convitto Nazionale Giordano Bruno, Caserta, Italy

1995

“Zig Zag” cur. Rosanna Iossa, Accademia di Belle Arti, Napoli, Italy
“Corto Circuito” cur. Francesco Cerami, European Festival of Audiovisual Communication,
Palazzo Reale, Napoli, Italy

Limited edition
2020 “TUTTO.” Vinyl color Limited Edition 1/60
for the Stockholm Design Week 2020
Artwork Mariangela Levita
Music Domenico Crisci [side A negativity _ side B no future]
from the site specific installation TUTTO.Leonardo
cur. by Adriana Rispoli
Publication Italian Cultural Institute, Stockholm, Sweden
2012

“Powerful-Definition” Artwork poster 1 / 100
from the project created for the exhibition “Radici” cur. Eugenio Viola
Fondazione Malvina Menegaz per le Arti e la Cultura, Castelbasso, Italy

Book Publications
2016

“Attraverso di te” by Mariangela Levita and Roberto Lumuli Gaudioso, publisher Giannini, Napoli, Italy

2016

“Discorso Libero Indiretto” Notebook artwork on cover for Quaderni/Disegni by Mala Arti Visive e
Arbos Italian Eco Design, partner Museo Madre, Napoli, Italy

2009 “Uno Sguardo Sospeso” by Mariangela Levita, publisher Associazione Fate Presto, Napoli, Italy

Publications record label
2016 -2019
		
		
		

“Summa Cum Laude”
Techno Music Label Vinyl Records by Domenico Crisci, Cover artwork
Untitled [The Violinist], Extremely Iron View Extremely Black [1804],
Shadow [Electra], Magneto [Acid No Musica], Wave [No Way],
One who become lost [Cube],
graphic project [Summa Cum Laude Vol.1]

Theater / stage creation
2010

“Portrait de Naples en chansons” by Antonio Pascale and Mauro Gioia, direction Mauro Gioia,
Théâtre de la Ville, Paris, France

2008 “Una bella giornata napoletana” by Antonio Pascale and Mauro Gioia, direction Mauro Gioia,
Auditorium Parco della Musica, Roma, Italy
2007

“Lunga, la strada. Chi era Aleksandr Vertinskij?” by Paolo Nori, direction Gigi Dall’Aglio,
Teatro Stabile Mercadante, Napoli, Italy

1999

“Antigone” by Sofocle, direction Pierpaolo Sepe, Teatro Nuovo, Napoli, Italy

1997

“I Giusti” by Albert Camus, direction Diego Sepe, Galleria Toledo, Napoli, Italy

Teaching
1994 - 2001
		

Chair: Perception and visual communication
Chair: Artistic techniques
Liceo d’Arte, Istituto Suor Orsola Benincasa, Napoli, Italy

Workshops
2016

“Arte pubblica” Accademia di Belle Arti, Napoli, Italy

2015
Italy

“Interna” meeting with the protagonists of architecture and design, Istituto Superiore di Design, Napoli,

2014

“Senza cornice, spazi e tempi dell’installazione”
Università degli Studi di Salerno
Department of Cultural Heritage Sciences
Master’s Degree in History and Art Criticism
Art History Laboratory (III module)
Professor: Stefania Zuliani
Università degli Studi di Salerno, Fisciano, Italy

2012

“Powerful-Definition” from the project created for the exhibition “Radici” cur. Eugenio Viola
Fondazione Malvina Menegaz per le Arti e la Cultura, Castelbasso, Italy

2010

“Polyphiloprogenitive” installation and video art project SPACE Studios,Hackney, London, UK

2007

“Imparare al museo: l’artista, l’opera, il pubblico” curated by:
Fondazione Filiberto Menna [Angelo Trimarco, Stefania Zuliani],
with the contribution of the Comune di Salerno and the collaboration of the
Dipartimento Educazione del Castello di Rivoli [Alessandro Demma]
and the patronage of the Dipartimento Educazione di Beni Culturali dell’Università di Salerno.
Complesso monumentale di Santa Sofia, Salerno

Studio Residences
1998

“Oreste” the Oreste Project (1997-2001) was an initiative in the midst of free cultural organization and
artistic movement. Roma, Italy

